Two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2-D PAGE) is increasingly used for target discovery in human disease to complement genomic studies. We have assessed the possibilities and limits of 2-D PAGE applied to human colorectal cancer. Up to 10 8 epithelial cells were purified from paired normal and pathological biopsies using Ber-EP4 coated magnetic beads, allowing the elimination of cellular and fluid contaminations. The mean coefficient of variation (CVAR) of repeated 2-D PAGE analysis with silver staining was lying between 20 and 28%. However, only 47% (interrun) to 76% (intrarun) of spots could be matched within a triplicate experiment. Interindividual phenotypic variability was high. Intratumoral phenotypic variability was not found to be significant. When method and tumor variability were added, 90% of CVAR were inferior to 48%. Thus, two-fold up-or downregulation of protein expression reveals biological significance. Serial paired comparison of 923 proteins in 10 patients showed highly reproducible differences between normal and cancer tissues. Under well defined experimental conditions and after the high variability of the technique has been considered, 2-D PAGE parallel analysis of paired colorectal samples allows patient-specific tumor profiling. The Pharmacogenomics Journal (2001) 1, 142-151.
INTRODUCTION
As early as 1928, a mutational theory of carcinogenesis has been proposed by a visionary physician, KH Bauer in Göttingen. 1 Over the last 20 years, numerous molecular studies have confirmed the hypothesis that malignant transformation of a colorectal cell is caused by a series of mutations resulting in aberrant expression of multiple genes (reviewed in Kinzler and Vogelstein 2 ). The presence of such mutations in germ-line cells made possible the distinction between sporadic and hereditary colorectal cancer (CRC), such as familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) and hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC). [2] [3] [4] [5] In sporadic CRC, further types of genetic instability such as major chromosomal losses, translocations and microsatellite instability have also been highlighted. 6 Beside modifications in the DNA sequence, dysfunctions in the traductional, translational 7, 8 and posttranslational 9, 10 controls of gene expression also play a major role in the development of growth autonomy and malignancy. Aberrant gene expression results in qualitative and quantitative differences in mature proteins, 11, 12 with a poor correlation of mRNA levels with expression levels of nonsecreted proteins in epithelial cells. 13 These mature proteins may acquire new specificities, altered recognition properties, or modified functions, that are ultimately responsible for clinical cancer behavior.
Thus, application of gene expression studies to the protein level-so-called proteomics studies-presents a powerful complementation to the nucleic-acid based approaches. At present, the dominant approach in proteomics combines two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2-D PAGE) with mass spectrometry. 14 These powerful protein separation and identification techniques allow simultaneous analysis of thousands of proteins, so that differential display analysis between various clinicopathological conditions becomes feasible. Over recent years, the first proteomics studies have been published in breast, 15 kidney, 16 colon 17, 18 and lung 19 cancers. However, most of these studies have been performed with poorly characterized samples such as whole tissue biopsies, using various electrophoretic standards, so that their results can not be considered as standardized and thus are difficult to compare. The initial goal of this study was to determine the key issues which need to be considered so that proteomics analysis can be performed on specimens from human CRC, and on which variability has to be expected. In particular, the influence of standardization of the samples, variability of the technique, interindividual genetic differences and intratumoral phenotypic variability have been addressed.
RESULTS

Purification of Epithelial Cells
Tissues were obtained from primary tumors and apparently healthy mucosa immediately after surgery. The sample enrichment technique allowed the preparation of up to 10 8 epithelial cells from paired samples. Conventional histopathological controls were obtained at the edge of the biopsies. Using light microscopy, no qualitative loss in the main intestinal epithelial cell types (crypt cells, mucus cells and Paneth cells) was observed in the normal mucosa, as assessed by conventional morphologic criteria and mucusspecific staining. In all cancer cases studied, the expression of the Ber-EP4 antigen was conserved on the epithelial cells ( Figure 1 ).
Intra-assay Variability of 2-D PAGE
The protein patterns using silver-stained analytical 2-D PAGE obtained from washed, purified epithelial cells showed a lesser degree of contamination than those obtained after mechanical preparation only : in particular, contamination with body fluids such as blood, necrosis and lymph, as well as the presence of inflammatory cells, was not observed anymore ( Figure 2 ). Then, we tested the technical variability of 2-D PAGE applied to these samples. The same cell lysate was separated in three different silverstained 2-D gels in a single run, the same day and by the same technician. Only spots clearly distinguishable from the background (optical density Ͻ 0.005%) were taken into account for the calculations. After scanning and data acquisition, a mean of 2584 (range 2473-2655) spots were identified, out of which 1975 (76.4%) could be matched in all three experiments. The correlation coefficient of spot intensities in the three experiments was 0.93. The mean coefficient of variation (CVAR) of the intensity of the spots was 20%, with 90% of CVAR being less than 38% (Figure 3) .
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Interassay Variability of 2-D PAGE
In laboratory practice, gels obtained from different patients are not always run simultaneously. Thus, we conducted a further methodological experiment : the same protein solution obtained after denaturation of a purified tumor sample was analyzed in three different runs at three different times. As in the preceding experiment, only spots clearly distinguishable from the background were taken into account for the calculations. Out of a mean of 2563 (range 2119-2917) spots, 1206 (47.1%) could be matched in all three experiments, which is significantly lower than in the previous experiment. The correlation coefficient of the intensity of matched spots was somewhat lower (r = 0.83). The mean coefficient of variation (CVAR) of the intensity increased to 28%, with 90% of CVAR being less than 52% (Figure 4) . Thus, under those laboratory conditions, the chance for a two-fold difference in protein expression to be method-related is around 10%.
Intratumoral Phenotypic Heterogeneity
It might be argued that protein expression varies within a given tumor due to tumor heterogeneity. This hypothesis was tested in two patients, four large surgical biopsies being obtained in the same tumor and compared with their paired normal mucosa. Epithelial cells were purified as usual and conventional histopathological controls obtained at the edges of the biopsies (Figure 5a ). Then, proteins were denaturated and analytical 2-D PAGE separation was repeated for each biopsy. A magnification of the central area of the silverstained gels obtained from the tumor is pictured (Figure 5a ). Out of a mean of 2806 spots (range 2570-3038), 1356 spots (48.3%) could be matched, the mean coefficient of correlation (r) of spot intensities between the three experiments being 0.89. Consequently, 90% of the CVAR were less than 48%. Thus, the variability between samples obtained in different tumor areas is equivalent to the interassay variability, so that intratumoral phenotypic variability appears to be very low-after enrichment of epithelial cells and elimination of body fluids. To confirm this result, we arbitrarily selected eight proteins with suspected over-expression in tumors and evaluated their relative expression in four different tumoral/normal paired samples. Again, differences in the expression ratios of all eight proteins were within an order of magnitude of 2 ( Figure 5b ).
Differential Protein Expression in Paired Left Colonic Tumoral and Normal Samples
To assess differential protein expression between normal and tumoral samples, we selected 20 high-quality, paired gels of the left normal and tumoral colonic epithelium in our collection. Protein synthetic maps of both the normal left colonic mucosa and the corresponding adenocarcinoma were drawn using the Melanie 3.0 software. 20 Nine hundred and twenty-three spots could be matched between the normal and tumoral synthetic maps. Comparison of these 923 paired spots revealed that the difference in the expression of 337 polypeptides (35.5%) was superior to two-fold ( Figure 6 ). One hundred and fifty-three proteins or isoforms (16.6%) were significantly overexpressed in tumors and represent candidate tumor-specific upregulated genes, whereas 184 proteins or isoforms (19.9%) showed a significant loss of expression.
Influence of the Interindividual Genetic Variability
It is usual in proteome studies to compare pathological samples with normal reference maps available on the Internet. It is questionable if a normal protein reference map obtained in a given patient can be compared with pathological patterns obtained in other patients. To address the influence of the interindividual genetic variability on the protein patterns, paired samples were obtained in six patients. Then, analytical silver-stained 2-D PAGE gels were performed as usual. The number of matched spots ranged from 1025 ± 1341, with a median of 1277 ± 83 spots matched. Then, the same tumor samples were randomly compared with the same purified controls. The median number of matched spots dropped to 979 ± 369, with a range betwen 1541 and zero spots matched. Thus, comparison of paired spots obtained within the same individual is more accurate than comparison with standards obtained in other patients, so that matching of gels obtained in the The Pharmacogenomics Journal human patient with reference maps on the Internet is associated with a significant loss of information ( Figure 7 ).
DISCUSSION
A condition for understanding the mechanisms underlying clinical behaviour of epithelial tumors is the acquisition of a specific knowledge of their gene expression patterns in well stratified patients. This can be best achieved by a combination of reproducible sample preparation methods, highthroughput gene expression differential display techniques and advanced bio-informatic tools.
The molecular basis of colorectal cancer has been extensively studied. 2 Several strategies have been developed for gene expression differential display, including serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE), 21 expressed sequence tag sequencing (EST), 20 microarray analysis 49 and RNA arbitrarily primed-PCR. 24 However, proteins are mainly responsible for tumor phenotype, and the genetic code cannot always indicate which proteins are expressed, in what quantity, and in what form. In colorectal cancer, post-translational modifications such as sialylation have been shown to be very important in determining protein function and thus for tumor behavior. 11 Moreover, the effects of environmental factors or multigenic processes such as nutrition or ageing cannot be assessed simply by examination of the genome alone. 25 Thus, proteomics studies will enrich the results obtained by the nucleic-acid based approaches, and might help to translate results obtained in genomics studies into clinical tools.
Gene expression studies meet a number of difficulties when applied to human samples: in contrast to cell lines, native cancers are characterized by the complexity of the biological system under investigation. Microscopically, a colorectal adenocarcinoma contains not only epithelial cells, but also blood vessels, stroma, bacteria, necrosis, lymph and inflammatory cells. The proportion of epithelial cells in human colorectal biopsies differs between patients. 26 Thus, standardized sample preparation is a precondition for such studies. Several methods of micro-dissection have been proposed allowing for varying degrees of purity, but also for various quantities of cells. The quantitative aspect is of outmost importance in proteomics studies, where-in contrast to genomics-no amplification technique is available. These methods include gross dissection of frozen tissue blocks, www.nature.com/tpj touch preparation of frozen tissue specimens, micro-dissection with manual tools and laser capture micro-dissection (LCM), 27 ,28 the latter technique having been applied successfully in proteome studies. 29 It is important to note, however, that only a limited number of cells could be prepared by LCM, so that novel solutions are needed. Non-enzymatic, mechanical sample preparation methods were shown to be rapid and to reduce loss of high molecular weight proteins in lung and breast cancer. 19, [30] [31] [32] When fresh tumor tissue was used for sample preparation, the resolution was considerably improved. Using frozen tissues led to patterns with poor resolution, including the presence of high molecular weight protein aggregates. 33 However, our results show that, in colorectal cancer, non-enzymatic, mechanical sample preparation methods are not specific enough . Thus, we have developed a sample purification technique allowing us to enrich large numbers of epithelial cells from normal colorectal mucosa, primary tumors and/or distant metastases, using magnetic beads. 34, 35 The present study documents that sample purification does not only eliminate cellular and fluid contamination, but also optimizes the perform- ance of 2-D PAGE. These results confirm the importance of well-defined tissue lysates for protein profiling. Local homogeneity, the amounts of connective tissue and serum proteins are critical factors for the successful preparation of the sample and the high quality of overall protein separation and analysis.
It is essential to realize that a biopsy specimen or a sample subjected to phenotypic analysis is not necessarily representative for the entire tumor: it can be argued that biopsies at different tumor sites might result in different experimental results. However, the clonal nature of invasive colorectal cancer has been well documented, DNA derived from multiple sites within an individual tumor or metastatic deposits arising from CR cancers showed the same mutational pattern. 36, 37 Analysis of protein samples from different areas of the same breast cancer revealed a high degree of similarity in the patterns of polypeptide expression. 30 The present study involving purified samples confirms that sampling errors are unlikely to occur in molecular studies-at least in invasive colorectal cancers. However, proteomics studies focusing on early tumor stages should take into account that various
The Pharmacogenomics Journal subclones might be present in colorectal polyps, clonal selection occuring when one of these subclones invaded to the submucosa. 38 A central question in pharmacogenomics is the degree of phenotypic heterogeneity between individual tumors. Our results confirm two apparently contradictory findings, namely that numerous differences in protein expression exist between different tumors, but also that some differences can be observed regularly. Similar results have been reported in lung 19 and breast 30 cancers. Of course, differences in protein expression contribute to the heterogeneity of the clinical behavior and will be used as prognostic factors after curative surgery for deciding the indication and the kind of adjuvant therapy. Proteins that are constantly overexpressed in tumors might be used for developing diagnostic tools, but also as targets for immune therapy. These changes in protein expression might be intimately involved in the induction or maintenance of neoplasia, but they also might be caused by cancer rather than the origin of it. Alternatively, they might also be completely independent of neoplasia and add a certain noise level to the analysis. Future functional proteomics studies are necessary to answer these questions. Indeed, in contrast to some other techniques that have been used over the last 20 years, such as DNA cloning and PCR amplification, the impact of 2-D PAGE on our understanding of human disease has been so far limited. However, this situation might well change rapidly, due to the growing integration of proteomics into clinico-pathological research. In particular, the study of signal transduction pathways, phosphorylations, protein-protein interactions, interactions of enzymes with their substrates, of growth factors with their cell surface receptors will allow us insight into cause-effect relationships.
The introduction of immobilized or narrow-pH gradients and the combination with mass spectrometry 40 have transformed 2-D PAGE into a powerful analysis tool. However, 2-D PAGE will remain hampered by intrinsic problems. Current methods for high resolution 2-D PAGE are capable of separating about 3000 protein spots in one procedure, 41 out of perhaps 500 000 proteins/isoforms present in a human cell. 40 Thus, 2-D PAGE allows only the analysis of a small subset of proteins. Moreover, this subset is biased by the over-representation of abundant proteins, of hydrophilic proteins, and by the relative absence of membrane proteins.
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These problems could be resolved in part by cell fractionation (data not shown), or by using specific protein denaturation and loading procedures. 42 The degree of reproducibility obtained, indeed far from ideal, is sufficient for computer-aided image analysis, outliners being excluded after serial analysis of paired samples in large series of patients. The variability in the position of spots renders a computer-aided stretching and alignment of the gel image mandatory before spot matching can be undertaken, and this process requires time and expertise. In our experience, it can not be expected that much more than half of spots can be successfully matched in a large series of patients, so that silver-stained, 16 × 18 cm 2-D PAGE does not allow the simultaneous reproduction of more than 1000 spots. Differences are found in the intensity of a given spot between different assays with the same sample-that might be caused by the sample loading, the gel confection and/or by the quality of staining, so that 2-D PAGE can only be considered as a semi-quantitative differential display technique. Indeed, 2-D PAGE electrophoresis remains a critical tool in the proteomics area. However, it has to be expected that this technique will be replaced by novel technologies that explore a larger number of proteins, show a higher reproducibility and allow faster throughput in highly parallel analysis.
Proteomics data are increasingly available in human colorectal cancer. A number of proteins were separated from a crude cell extract of a human colon carcinoma cell line by 2-D PAGE and blotting techniques. 43 Analyzing whole tissue biopsies, protein spots were found to be specific for tumor tissue. 17 Expression of heat shock proteins in human colonic diseases was assessed using monoclonal antibodies. 18 In another study using whole tissue, biopsies obtained in colorectal cancer were fractionated and cellular proteins were characterized. One polypeptide of 36 kD was not found in normal colonic epithelium but was shared by over 83% of the studied carcinomas. 44 Results can be readily compared with protein sequence databases (www.expasy.ch/sprot/), colon-specific protein databases (www.ludwig.edu.au/jpsl/ database/listepithelial.asp/) 45 or matched with reference maps. (http://www.expasy.ch/ch2d/publi/colon.html), butin the last case-such comparison will only provide limited information because of interindividual variability. However, the use of standardized samples and controls among laboratories employing a variety of proteomics technologies remains a difficult challenge.
In conclusion, when precise methodological conditions
The Pharmacogenomics Journal are met, 2-D PAGE analysis provides reliable semi-quantitative and qualitative data about protein expression. Thus, 2-D PAGE associated with proper sample preparation techniques allows the identification of proteins that are specifically over-or underexpressed in human CRC . Many current drug development efforts aim to target the mutated oncogenes or tumor-suppressor genes or their products, that control neoplastic growth. Although the protein targets randomly identified by serial 2-D PAGE might not directly cause the epithelial cell to escape normal growth control and ultimately to develop cancer, some of these proteins are constant components of the cancer cell that distinguish it from all normal cells. These differences might have a genomic origin or be caused by an external mutational stress. In any case, the presence of reproducible, constant differences in protein expression in all cancers analyzed vs their own normal epithelial controls is a new and important finding. These proteins might be valuable targets for drug development in human colorectal cancer.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Patients
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department of Surgery, University of Geneva, Switzerland. Figure 5B shows the ratios of expression of eight putative protein markers in those four experiments. All measurements are within a range of 2×. Differences observed in the potential markers n1-n3 might be explained by methodological variability, whereas markers n4-n8 reveal biological significance.
Informed consent was obtained from each patient for profiling gene expression patterns. Data were anonymous to ensure patient protection. All patients underwent a surgical resection for colorectal cancer. Biopsies were taken immediately after surgery under supervision of a senior pathologist. Histopathological staging was not influenced by the procedure.
Sampling
The sample preparation technique allowing the positive selection of epithelial cells from colorectal specimens obtained at surgery has been described elsewhere. 35 After labeling the preparation products with fluorescein-conjuwww.nature.com/tpj gated anti-cytokeratin antibodies (CAM 5.2, Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT, USA), the samples were sorted qualitatively with a Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorter (Epics, CoulterImmunotech, Hamburg, Germany). Content in epithelial cells was found to be over 95%.
Protein Denaturation
After centrifugation, the pellets were denaturated with urea 8 M, CHAPS (4% w/v), Tris (40 mM) and DTE (65 mM) in accordance with SWISS-2DPAGE protocols 41 and stored at −20°C. 
Analytical 2-D PAGE
Total protein in each sample was assayed as described by Bradford. 46 One hundred micrograms of normal human colonic epithelial cell protein samples were separated by 2-D PAGE. A commercial sigmoidal immobilized pH gradient (IPG) ranging from pH 3.5 to 10.0 (18 cm) was used for the first dimension. 47 After equilibration, the IPG gel strips were transferred onto vertical gradient slab gels (9-16% ) for the second dimension, and run with the Laemmli-SDS-discontinuous system. The crosslinker used was piperazine diacrylyl (PDA 2.6% C), and the adjunct catalyst sodium thiosul-
The Pharmacogenomics Journal fate (5 mM). 48, 49 Protein detection was achieved using a sensitive ammoniacal silver stain. 47, 50 Image Analysis Gels were scanned using a Molecular Dynamics laser densitometer (4000 × 5000 pixels, 12 bits/pixel). The 2-D PAGE image analysis was carried out using the Melanie 3.0 software package (GeneBio, Geneva, Switzerland). Protein spots were detected and quantified automatically. The optical density, area and volume were computed and directly related to protein concentration. The relative optical density and relative volume were also calculated to correct for differences in gel loading and staining. The experimental pI and MW of the spots, as well as protein identification, were deduced by the Melanie 3.0 image analysis software from the colonic SWISS-2DPAGE reference map. 35 
Statistical Analysis
Data were exported from Melanie 3.0 software into a SPSS (Version 9.0) datasheet (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA), allowing the calculation of standard descriptive statistics, as well as correlation coefficients.
